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A B S T R A C T

The Protein Structure Prediction (PSP) problem comprises, among other issues, forecasting the three-dimen-
sional native structure of proteins using only their primary structure information. Most computational studies in
this area use synthetic data instead of real biological data. However, the closer to the real-world, the more the
impact of results and their applicability. This work presents 17 real protein sequences extracted from the Protein
Data Bank for a benchmark to the PSP problem using the tri-dimensional Hydrophobic-Polar with Side-Chains
model (3D-HP-SC). The native structure of these proteins was found by maximizing the number of hydrophobic
contacts between the side-chains of amino acids. The problem was treated as an optimization problem and
solved by means of an Integer Programming approach. Although the method optimally solves the problem, the
processing time has an exponential trend. Therefore, due to computational limitations, the method is a proof-of-
concept and it is not applicable to large sequences. For unknown sequences, an upper bound of the number of
hydrophobic contacts (using this model) can be found, due to a linear relationship with the number of hydro-
phobic residues. The comparison between the predicted and the biological structures showed that the highest
similarity between them was found with distance thresholds around 5.2–8.2Å. Both the dataset and the pro-
grams developed will be freely available to foster further research in the area.

1. Introduction

The Protein Structure Prediction (PSP) problem is an active field of
research in Bioinformatics. One of the many issues studied in this field
comprises forecasting the three-dimensional native structure of proteins
using only their primary structure information (Dill and MacCallum,
2012).

Proteins have key functions in the living cell, such as transmem-
brane receptors (Vinogradova et al., 2000; Chua et al., 2011), storage
(Reinhard et al., 1999), cellular processes (Mortishire-Smith et al.,
1995), and signaling (Grace et al., 2007). However, when some proteins
fail to fold into their functional form, they are associated to some
human diseases, such as Alzheimer (Benaki et al., 2005, 2006). They
are also associated with viruses, like the Hepatitis C Virus (HCV)
(Gouttenoire et al., 2009), Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)
(Amodeo et al., 2017), Bovine viral diarrhea virus (Sapay et al., 2006),
and bacteria, e.g., Escherichia coli (Duarte et al., 2007) and Acholeplasma
laidlawii (Lind et al., 2019).

Experimental techniques are not trivial for unveiling protein struc-
tures. This is evidenced by the number of protein sequences that have
been discovered along time (more than 160 million sequences1) com-
pared to the number of known protein structures (155,618 structures2).
This huge gap shows that it is still quite important to invest efforts in
methods for unveiling protein structures. In this sense, computational
approaches in Bioinformatics have been explored in the literature (Dorn
et al., 2014a; Ovchinnikov et al., 2018) for the PSP problem.

According to the Levinthal's paradox, a protein can assume an as-
tronomic number of possible conformations (Karplus, 1997). Therefore,
if a protein was supposed to sequentially try all possible conformations
sequentially until finding its native form, this possibly would take un-
told time. However, the paradox is that most proteins fold sponta-
neously on less than a millisecond time scale. To the computational
point of view, finding the native structure of a protein is an open
challenge. Atkins and Hart (1999), using the simplest HP model, de-
monstrated that an algorithm for exhaustive search of all conformations
would take time that grows exponentially, as the size of the protein
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grows linearly. Therefore the protein structure prediction problem is
reputed as NP-complete, that is, it cannot be solved in polynomial time.
To overcome such a computational complexity, several approaches
have been proposed, such as methods based on mathematical pro-
gramming (Carr et al., 2003; Yanev et al., 2011, 2017) and those based
on heuristic approaches (Parpinelli et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015, 2017;
Kaushik and Sahi, 2017). The Integer Programming (IP) optimization is
a mathematical method that can present the optimal result given a set
of constraints and an objective function (Nunes et al., 2016). This ap-
proach has been poorly explored in the literature when applied to the
PSP problem (Yanev et al., 2011, 2017). However, since it produces
optimal results, it can be very useful for establishing the ground truth
for comparison with other heuristic approaches.

Due to the computational power required for the PSP problem,
simpler but non-simplistic models named Coarse-Grained (CG) have
been explored in the literature (Kmiecik et al., 2019). These models can
represent many biological behaviors at a meso-scale (Tozzini, 2005),
such as the hydrophobic core formation, presented in many protein
domains (Kalinowska et al., 2017), and the protein aggregation process,
which is related to proteinopathies (Frigori, 2017). Among the many
variants of CG models, the 3D-HP-SC lattice (Pierri et al., 2008) is a
representation where the conformation of the protein is contained in a
tri-dimensional (3D) lattice, and each amino acid is represented by two
beads, a backbone and a Side Chain (SC). The backbone elements re-
present the Cα and the binding structure between the amino acids se-
quence and the SC represents their radicals, which can be either hy-
drophobic (H) or polar (P). This model is a variation of the traditional
3D-HP lattice approach, with the addition of the SC, making it a more
detailed model, with more degrees of freedom and more similarity to
the biological form, however at the cost of increased computational
complexity (Benítez and Lopes, 2010; Dubey et al., 2018).

The objective of this work is to propose a baseline result for the PSP
problem, based on real amino acids sequences extracted from the
Protein Data Bank (PDB). This baseline is intended to foster researchers
to create or improve algorithms for PSP with CG models. The IP method
was used to find the native 3D-HP-SC structure. The constraints and the
objective function of the IP were previously presented in Nunes et al.
(2016). All data and software used in this work are freely distributed,
encouraging other researchers to compare results with those achieved
in this work. In addition, we also present a comparison between the
predicted and the real biological structures.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces some
background about the Protein Structure Prediction problem. Section 3
presents the method for extracting and converting the biological se-
quences used in this work. Section 4 describes the IP model. Section 5
presents a comparison of the structures predicted by our method and
the biological structures from the PDB. Section 6 shows the results
obtained and the corresponding analysis. Finally, in Section 7 the
conclusions and future directions are pointed out.

2. Protein structure prediction

Lattice models can help to predict a protein structure in a less
computationally expensive way, than all-atom models that have to
consider a huge number of possible conformations, given the high de-
gree of freedom of the model. Therefore, depending on the size of the
protein, its computational simulation turns out to be prohibitive.
Hence, several simplified models, also called Coarse-Grained (CG), have
been studied for the PSP problem in the past years (Blaszczyk et al.,
2019). Many CG models, either continuous or discrete, have been ex-
plored in the literature, for instance: the Hydrophobic-Polar model (Lau
and Dill, 1989), Lattice Polymer Embedding (Unger and Moult, 1993),
Charge Graph Embedding (Fraenkel, 1993) and Contact Map model
(Wang and Xu, 2013), among others (Lopes, 2008; Benítez, 2015).
Among these models, the HP is a representation that has become
widespread, since it considers the hydrophobicity of the protein

sequence, which is one of the main factors driving the protein folding
process (Mirsky and Pauling, 1936; Ben-Naim, 1994; Brylinski et al.,
2006; Baldwin and Rose, 2016; Kalinowska et al., 2017). Subsequently,
many variants of the HP model have been explored, such as 2D-HP, 3D-
HP, and more recently 3D-HP-SC (Benítez and Lopes, 2010, 2010b;
Dorn et al., 2014b; Dubey et al., 2018).

Mathematical approaches have also been proposed to tackle the PSP
problem with CG models, for instance: Mann et al. (2009), Yanev et al.
(2011), Wang and Xu (2013). In Mandal and Jana (2012), a two-di-
mensional (2D) HP model based on IP was used. Similar IP approaches
were presented by Carr et al. (2003), Yanev et al. (2011) and Yanev
et al. (2017). In general, using synthetic sequences, the IP approaches
presented better results when compared with methods based only on
meta-heuristics.

A step forward was proposed by Nunes et al. (2016), who used the
IP method for solving the PSP with a more complex representation
model, the 3D-HP with Side Chain (3D-HP-SC). Comparing the results
obtained in that work with those obtained using a Parallel Genetic
Algorithm (pGA) (Benítez and Lopes, 2010b), the IP method performed
better results for most synthetic proteins. Also, IP was run only once per
protein sequence, since it is deterministic, and needed a computational
architecture with multiple threads. Despite of the advantages given by
the IP approach, the meta-heuristics are still widespread in the litera-
ture, mainly using evolutionary computation methods (Bošković and
Brest, 2016; Li et al., 2015, 2017; Kaushik and Sahi, 2017).

There are several protein databases in the literature, as shown in
Table 4. However, only few of these databases contain structural in-
formation, such as the PDB. Along time, as the PDB has grown and
become more popular, several works have been made feasible, and such
information has been used for the computational methods, for instance:
Yu et al. (2004), Pierri et al. (2008), Vilar et al. (2008), Hoque et al.
(2009), Nardelli et al. (2013).

In this work, we use the IP approach and biological sequences the
method, differently from other works that use synthetic sequences. It is
important to notice that the use of mathematical methods in general,
with the 3D-HP-SC model has been poorly explored in the literature,
and, to date, no work was yet found that uses biological data to validate
the IP results. However, this endeavour is much more challenging,
when compared to the lattice models without side chain. In order to
show that the 3D-HP-SC model is more appealing than other simplistic
lattice models, a comparison between the predicted structure and the
real biological structure was done, following the procedure suggested
by Pierri et al. (2008).

3. Protein sequence dataset

The proteins selected for the benchmark were extracted from the
PDB provided they met the two following requirements:

a. First, the number of amino acids (AA) has to be less than 30 AAs to
be computationally feasible, according to Nunes et al. (2016).

b. Second, only proteins containing the 20 proteinogenic AAs (stan-
dards encoded in the genetic sequence) were considered so that a
translation to the HP alphabet would be possible (Alberts, 2002).

In this work, we used small proteins, with less than 100 AAs, due to
the high computational power required by the IP approach Nunes et al.
(2016). Despite the small size of the proteins, Su et al. (2013) pointed
out they can play important biological functions in both for macro
(Benaki et al., 2005, 2006) and micro (Duarte et al., 2007; Lind et al.,
2019) organisms.

Table 1 shows the information of the 17 protein sequences selected
for the benchmark, including the PDB identification (PDB ID), the
number of AAs in the sequence, the HP sequence, the organism to
which it belongs, the secondary structures contained in the conforma-
tion, the protein classification according to the PDB file, and the
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reference in the literature. Among the selected proteins, seven are
found in humans, two in other mammals, one in a plant, five in mi-
croorganisms and two were synthetically designed.

The conversion of a protein sequence to the Hydrophobic-Polar
model is shown in Algorithm 1. It was implemented in the Python
programming language together with the Biopython3 framework.
Starting from the PDB ID, the program downloads the PDB file and the
corresponding AA sequence is obtained. Next, to convert the AA se-
quence to HP sequence, an auxiliary file with the hydrophobicity con-
version table is used. The mapping of the 20 amino acid types to either
H or P uses the hydrophobicity scale proposed byAlberts (2002), and
shown in Table 2. This same mapping was used in a previous work
(Benítez, 2015). Next, the HP sequence information is saved in a file as
a binary string, where ‘1’ and ‘0’ represents hydrophobic and polar AAs,
respectively.

Algorithm 1. Protein sequence conversion procedure.

Input PDB ID
Download PDB File
Read PDB File
for =i N0: do
Extract Amino Acid AAi ∈ SEQRES
Add AAi to iSequence[ ]
end for
Read HP Classification File
for =i N0: do
if iSequence[ ] = = ‘H’ then
HP ⟵i_S equence[ ] ‘H’
else
HP ⟵i_S equence[ ] ‘P’
end if
end for
Save HP_S equence

4. Integer programming approach for protein folding

In this section, the representation of the 3D-HP-SC model in a lattice
is described, followed by the definition of the variables, objective
function and the constraints of the IP method.

4.1. Lattice representation

In the 3D-HP-SC model, each amino acid is represented by two
elements: the backbone and a side-chain. The protein is contained in a
fixed-size cubic lattice, and all edges between vertices are unitary

(Pierri et al., 2008). Backbone and side-chain allocation must meet the
following constraints:

a. All elements must respect the cubic lattice frontier;
b. Elements are allocated at the vertices of the lattice, and they cannot

overlap each other;
c. The protein chain cannot be broken, so there is a neighborhood

dependence between backbone–side-chain, as well as and back-
bone–backbone.

For instance, Fig. 1(a) shows the backbone element 4 positioned at the
lattice index 12 (refer to Fig. 1(b) for the numbering). Thus, the allo-
cation indices of the corresponding side-chain element and the previous
and following backbone elements should respect the neighborhood of
position 12. Thus, they should be allocated at lattice indices 3, 11, 15 or
21, provided they are not used by other elements. These neighborhood
indices in the lattice are called the feasible edges of the lattice (Nunes
et al., 2016). Consequently, the next and the previous backbones (3 and
5) and the side-chain of backbone 4 need to be allocated in one of the
neighborhood position lists and cannot overlap each other.

The IP method optimizes the protein structure by maximizing the
number of (hh) contacts, the counting of pairs of nonconsecutive hy-
drophobic side-chains are in contact with each other. A hh contact
exists when a hydrophobic side-chain has another hydrophobic side-
chain in its neighborhood lattice. Such approach has been used in
several investigations (Dubey et al., 2018; Nunes et al., 2016) guided by
the clue that the interactions between hydrophobic amino acids play
the most important role in the protein folding process in several do-
mains, comprising the secondary and tertiary conformations
(Kalinowska et al., 2017).

Table 1
Protein sequences extracted from the PDB and used in the experiments.

PDB ID # AA HP sequence Organism SS. PDB class Reference

1M23 13 PHP H PHP H P2 2 2 2 Oryctolagus cuniculus −α h MEMBRANE PROTEIN Reinhard et al. (1999)
1JBL 14 HP P H P( )2 2 7 Helianthus annuus −β s PROTEIN BINDING Korsinczky et al. (2001)
2B0Y 17 P HP H P H P4 2 2 2 3 3 Homo sapiens −α h CELL ADHESION Grace et al. (2007)
1DPQ 20 PH P H P HP4 4 3 6 Homo sapiens −α h CELL ADHESION Vinogradova et al. (2000)
1Z2T 23 PH HPH P HP HP HPH( )2 5 3 2 2 Acholeplasma laidlawii −α h BINDING PROTEIN Lind et al. (2019)
2GD3 24 H PH PH PH H P H( )3 2 5 3 2 3 Homo sapiens −α h UNKNOWN FUNCTION Benaki et al. (2006)
1Y32 24 H PH PH P HPH P H3 2 5 3 3 3 Homo sapiens −α h UNKNOWN FUNCTION Benaki et al. (2005)
2LKE 24 PH P H P H PHP4 6 2 2 6 Homo sapiens −α h CELL ADHESION Chua et al. (2011)
2NVJ 25 PH PH P HP HPH PH PHP3 2 3 2 4 2 Saccharomyces cerevisiae −α h HYDROLASE Duarte et al. (2007)
1PLP 25 HPPHP HP H P HP HPH P H2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 Homo sapiens −α h MEMBRANE PROTEIN Mortishire-Smith et al. (1995)
1HZ3 26 HP PH HPH PH PHP( ) ( )2 2 6 4 3 Homo sapiens −β s BINDING PROTEIN Zhang et al. (2000)
2IWJ 27 PH P H PH P HPH PH P H2 3 3 2 2 3 2 3 2 Human immunodeficiency virus 2 −α h TRANSFERASE Amodeo et al. (2017)
1FSD 28 P HP PHP HP H P HP( ) ( )4 3 5 2 2 2 2 synthetic −α h NOVEL SEQUENCE Dahiyat and Mayo (1997)
1NMJ 28 HP HP H PHP H P H P( )2 3 2 4 5 2 2 3 Rattus norvegicus −α h MEMBRANE PROTEIN Huang et al. (2004)
2AJJ 28 PHP H PH P HP HP H P H2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 6 Bovine viral diarrhea virus 1 −α h MEMBRANE PROTEIN Sapay et al. (2006)
1PSV 28 PHP HP PHP HP H P HP( ) ( )2 3 5 2 2 2 2 synthetic −α h DESIGNED PEPTIDE Dahiyat et al. (1997)
2JXF 30 P HP HPH P H PH PH P H P3 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 4 2 Hepatitis C virus −α h MEMBRANE PROTEIN Gouttenoire et al. (2009)

Table 2
Hydrophobicity conversion table by Alberts (2002).

Amino acid Hydrophobicity
classification

Amino acid Hydrophobicity
classification

ALA H MET H
CYS H ASN P
ASP P PRO H
GLU P GLN P
PHE H ARG P
GLY H SER P
HIS P THR P
ILE H VAL H
LYS P TRP H
LEU H TYR P

3 http://biopython.org/.
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4.2. Parameters and variables

The proposed IP method for maximizing the number of hh contacts
of a protein structure in a lattice has several parameters, described here.

• S is a binary vector that describes the hydrophobicity of the side-
chains of all the n of amino acids of the protein. Hydrophobic side-
chains are represented by zeros, while polar side-chains are ones.

• = …I n{1, , } specifies the index set of S. This parameter is divided
into two subsets, Ie, the subset of even indices, and Io, the subset
with odd indices. The subset Ie, in turn, is divided again into He and
Pe, which represent, respectively, the hydrophobic and polar amino
acids with even indices in the subset. Conversely, the same applies
to Io, which is divided into Ho and Po, representing hydrophobic and
polar with odd indices in the subset.

• = …L m{1, , } is the lattice index, and m is the number of vertices of
the lattice. Similarly to I , L is divided into two subsets: one for even
indices (Le) and other for odd indices (Lo).

Another parameter is the set that stores the neighborhood index for
each vertex v of the lattice, which is represented by N v( ). Hence, the
neighborhood N v( ) of of vertex v is determined as follows

= ∀ ∈ =N v t L d v t( ) { | ( , ) 1}. Where d v t( , ) is the Euclidean Distance
between vertices t and v.

Eq. (1) shows the binary variable that represents the backbone (x)
and side-chain (y) positions in the lattice.

∈x y, {0, 1}iv iv (1)

where ∈i Io and ∈v Lo or ∈i Ie and ∈v Le, which intended where the
backbone/side chain i is allocated at the vertex v.

Eq. (2) show the binary variable that represents where contacts
between hydrophobic side chains are found.

∈hh {0, 1}(iv)(jw) (2)

where ∈i He, ∈j Ho, ∈v w E( , ) , this indicating where there are hy-
drophobic contacts between the side-chain elements i and j, on the edge
(v w, ).

4.3. Objective function and constraints

As mentioned before, the objective function aims at maximizing the
number of contacts between hydrophobic side-chains (hh), according to
Eq. (3), and the following equations represent the model constraints.

∑ ∑ ∑=
∈ ∈ ∈

(MAX)z hh
v w E i H j H( , )

(iv)(jw)
e o (3)

Constraints (4 and 5) guarantee that each backbone is assigned to
exactly one vertex in the lattice:

∑ = ∀ ∈
∈

x i I1
v L

oiv
o (4)

∑ = ∀ ∈
∈

x i I1
v L

eiv
e (5)

Eqs. (6) and (7) ensure that the side-chain will be at least in one
lattice position:

∑ = ∀ ∈
∈

y i I1
v L

oiv
e (6)

∑ = ∀ ∈
∈

y i I1
v L

eiv
o (7)

Eqs. (8) and (9) ensure that even and odd elements do not overlap
each other:

∑ ∑+ ⩽ ∀ ∈
∈ ∈

x y v L1
i I j I

oiv jv
o e (8)

∑ ∑+ ⩽ ∀ ∈
∈ ∈

x y v L1
i I j I

eiv jv
e o (9)

Eqs. (10) and (11) ensure that the backbone sequence dependence
will respect the neighborhood position in the lattice:

∑ ⩾ ∀ ∈ − ∈
∈

+x x i I n v L{ },
w N v

i w o o
( )

( 1) iv

(10)

∑ ⩾ ∀ ∈ − ∈
∈

+x x i I n v L{ },
w N v

i w e e
( )

( 1) iv

(11)

Eqs. (12) and (13) ensure that backbone side-chain dependence will
respect the neighborhood position in the lattice:

∑ ⩾ ∀ ∈ ∈
∈

y x i I v L,
w N v

o o
( )

iw iv

(12)

∑ ⩾ ∀ ∈ ∈
∈

y x i I v L,
w N v

e e
( )

iw iv

(13)

Fig. 1. Tri-dimensional Lattice with × ×3 3 3 dimension. The black color represents the backbone, blue and red represent respectively the hydrophobic and polar
side-chains, and grey the lattice structure. Based on Nunes et al. (2016).
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Eqs. (14) and (15) ensure that values equal to 1 can only be ob-
tained where there are hh contacts:

∑ ⩽ ∀ ∈ ∈
∈

y i H v w Ehh , ( , )
j H

e(iv)(jw) iv
o (14)

∑ ⩽ ∀ ∈ ∈
∈

y i H v w Ehh , ( , )
i H

o(iv)(jw) iv
e (15)

5. Comparison with biological structures

In this Section, we aim at comparing the structure of the crystallized
proteins of PDB with the corresponding structure predicted by the IP
approach. This is accomplished indirectly, by means of the number of
the hydrophobic contacts of both structures.

For this comparison, the membrane proteins shown in Table 1 were
excluded, since, we use soluble proteins that follow the hydrophobic
driving force in the water. Among the 12 remaining sequences of that
Table, we selected the 10 containing only alpha-helices ( −α h) as
secondary structures, since they are more likely to form hh contacts
than other protein secondary structures.

Following the method proposed by Pierri et al. (2008), we extracted
the Cartesian coordinates of the protein structure from PDB files and,
from them, the coordinates of the Cα of each amino acid. Then, the
Euclidean distances between hydrophobic amino acids was computed
and, using a variable threshold, the number of hh contacts was ob-
tained. The distance thresholds were between 3.8 and 9.5Å, as sug-
gested by Onofrio et al. (2014). Finally, the number of hh was com-
pared to those obtained by the IP model, and a score is computed with
Eq. (16).

= −score hh hh ,PDB IP (16)

where hhPDB and hhIP are the number of hydrophobic contacts obtained
from the real protein found in the PDB, and that predicted by the IP
method, respectively.

For evaluating the matching between the number of hh contacts of
the real conformation (obtained as shown above) and the proposed IP
method, a pairwise comparison was done and the following values were
calculated:

• True Positive (TP): the number of hh contacts that appear in both,
the structure predicted by the IP method and the PDB structure;

• False Positive (FP): the number of hh contacts that appear in the
structure predicted by the IP method but are not present in the PDB
structure;

• False Negative (FN): the number of hh contacts that do not appear in
the structure predicted by the IP method but are present in the PDB
structure;

Using TP, FP and FN, the overall similarity between protein struc-
tures generated by the IP method and the real structure was accessed by
computing Precision and Recall Eqs. (17) and (18):

=
+

precision TP
TP FP (17)

=
+

recall TP
TP FN (18)

6. Experiments and results

The Integer Programming model was developed using Java lan-
guage with CPLEX Solver 12.5.4 All experiments performed in this work

were run in a computer with an Intel Core i7-4790 processor at
3.60 GHz with 32 GB of RAM and Ubuntu 14.04 LTS operational
system.

The proposed model was used to create a benchmark of 17 protein
sequences (see Table 1) which were optimally folded according to the
lattice restrictions mentioned before.

For each protein sequence, Table 3 shows the maximum number of
the hydrophobic – side-chain contacts (hh), computational time, and
the folding sequence found by the method. The coordinates and
movements use six letters, uppercase, and lowercase, which represents
the spatial movement in the lattice of the side-chain and backbone, as
follows:

• Uppercase letters represent the movements of the next backbone
element relative to the previous one;

• Lowercase letters represent the movement of the side-chain relative
to its backbone;

• There are six neighborhood positions, corresponding to east (E, e),
west (W, w), north (N, n), south (S, s), up (U, u) and down (D, d).

Fig. 2 shows samples of the protein structures found, where it is
possible to observe the presence of the hydrophobic core, as mentioned
before in Section 4.

Table 3 shows the predicted structures of real-world protein se-
quences, as well as the number of hydrophobic side-chain contacts (hh).
It is noticed, however, that the optimal solutions refer to the model, and
search space used (including constraints, objective function, variables,
and lattice size). That Table also shows the processing time, which
ranged between 125 s and 1303176 s (∼15 days). As supposed, ex-
periments indicate that processing time increases as the sequence size
grows, with a clear exponential trend concerning the number of hy-
drophobic side-chains (see Fig. 3).

It was also expected a linear relationship between the number of
hydrophobic side-chain contacts hh, and the number of hydrophobic
residues in the sequence (H ). Our experiments have clearly confirmed
this relationship (see Fig. 4). The interpolated equation can be used to
compute an upper bound for hh, for unknown instances.

As mentioned in Section 5, we proposed a comparison between the
structures predicted by the IP method with those of PDB, in terms of hh
contacts. Since the actual definition of a contact in the real-world re-
quires a previous definition of a threshold between elements, Fig. 5
shows the score (Eq. (16)) results for each distance threshold. We ob-
serve that for short-distance thresholds, around 3.8Å, the number of
hhPDB was smaller than those predicted by IP. On the other hand, for
long-distance thresholds, around 9.5Å, many hhPDB interactions ap-
pear, when compared to the hhIP. In the middle range-thresholds,
around 5.3–8.2Å, is the region where the structure predicted by the IP
model achieved most similarity with the crystallized structure of the
protein, regarding the number of hydrophobic contacts.

Considering this above-mentioned range of highest hh similarity, a
deeper analysis was carried out using Eqs. (17) and (18), and results are
shown in Fig. 6. In this figure, it is observed that as the threshold in-
creases, the precision also increases, but the recall decreases. This be-
havior was expected since, as mentioned before, the higher the
threshold, the larger the hhPDB.

A further analysis revealed a convergence point of precision and
recall, that takes place around a threshold of 6.7Å, suggesting a good
trade-off to be used in further experiments.

7. Conclusions

This paper presents a benchmark of biological protein sequences
obtained from the PDB and converted to a coarse-grained model with
side-chain (3D-HP-SC). For each protein, the folded structure with the
maximum hydrophobic side-chain contacts was found by using an
Integer Programming (IP) method.4 IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA.
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Table 3
Predicted structure obtained for 17 real and synthetic protein structure, with the number of hydrophobic contacts (hhIP), number of hydrophobic amino acids in the
sequence ( H# ), and processing time using the IP approach.

PDB ID # AA hh_IP # H Time (s) Result

1M23 13 6 6 125 eUwSeSuWnDnWwNuDsEsNuWuN
1JBL 14 10 9 1002 uNwDsDsEsEeUsWsUsUsEsDsEsUu
2B0Y 17 7 6 286 dWdSdSsUeNnEnDsEsUeUnSdSdWdNuNnW
1DPQ 20 12 8 1081 dNeNeDeSeDdEdEnEsUwUwNwEsDwDnWdNwUeWsNd
1Z2T 23 18 12 7471 dSuWwSuEsEnUwSwUwNwNwNnWnDeWsUnWnSeSwDwSeUwE
2GD3 24 24 16 215725 nDnWnWsUnEnUsNeNdWdWdSeSsDnDsNeDdNuEuEuDwEeUeUu
1Y32 24 23 15 198232 sDsDsEeUsUsEeSdSwDwDwNwEnSeSsWwUuWuWnUnSuDeDeNn
2LKE 24 21 13 114041 dNwNwDwSwDnDdSuSsWsUwUnUnWsWwNeNeNeDeSeDeSdEuDd
2NVJ 25 22 14 99448 dEuNuNuEnSuSuEdNdEsUwSsUuWdUsWdWdNdEdNwDdEdEdSwU
1PLP 25 17 11 33281 dSsEsNdEsDsDwSdSsUuWnWnWwDwEnEsDeNuNdWuWuWdUsUeS
1HZ3 26 25 15 754334 eUsNwDwNwUeUuWsUsWsDsWsDnDnSuEuSwSwEeUnWnWnUnEnEnUn
2IWJ 27 23 15 144882 sNwNwUuSuSsWnDwDwEsNwNwNuWuWuWwSeSeUeSsUeNeWuNuDsEeU
1FSD 28 11 9 1185 wDeWwSwSeWsUeUwUeSsDsDeWsNdNdUuEuEsEdEuSwDwDnSwUwUsWwUe
1NMJ 28 21 13 99298 nDeNnDsNeDdSdSdEuNuEeNuNeUwUnUnSdWdSdEdSdEeDeDwNwEnDdSd
2AJJ 28 24 15 92859 wDeDdNdUeUeNeDeDeDnEnSuSuEeNeNuNnUwUsUsEdSuSwDwDwSwUwUw
1PSV 28 14 10 3126 nSuEsNnUwSuSwUsWnSuDeWnDeNeNwNwNwUsUeUuSdSdSeWuDeNuDeSw
2JXF 30 28 16 1303176 nDdNdEeSuEuEnEuDnWnWnDnEdEdNwNwNdUsWsDdWsUsUnUwSdEdEdSdWsWw

Table 4
Current main protein databases.

Database Description Web address

PDB Biological molecular structure http://www.rcsb.org/
UniProtKB Information about protein sequence and functionality http://www.uniprot.org/
PIR Integrated information that support genomic, proteomic and system biology http://pir.georgetown.edu/
PROSITE Information about protein domains, families and functionalities sites http://www.expasy.org/prosite/
Prints Information about protein sequence, focus on protein ‘figerprinting’ http://www.bioinf.man.ac.uk/dbbrowser/
BLOCKS A homology database (not update) http://blocks.fhcrc.org/
eMOTIF A database from protein motifs, it is derived from BLOCKS and PRINTS database http://motif.stanford.edu/distributions/
PRODOM Protein domain families information extracted from Uniprot http://prodom.prabi.fr/
InterPro Database with protein families, domain and sites informations http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/

Fig. 2. Results of the integer programming using the 3D-HP-SC protein model. The white color represents the backbone, blue and red represent respectively the
hydrophobic and polar side-chains.

Fig. 3. Processing time (seconds) versus the number of hydrophobic side-
chains. The dotted line is the exponential adjustment of the points.

Fig. 4. Number of hydrophobic side-chain contacts (hh) versus the number of
hydrophobic side-chains in the sequence. The dotted line is the linear adjust-
ment of the points.
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Results show that, even using simple representation model, high
processing power is required, which grows exponentially with the
number of hydrophobic side-chains in the sequence. However, this is
the price to pay for optimality. Therefore, the method may not be
computationally efficient to be applied to even a small protein with
∼100 residues. Considering the current computational resources, the
proposed method is a proof-of-concept, but it can be promising in the
near future as technology evolves. On the other hand, the exponential
trend for solving larger instances suggests that meta-heuristic ap-
proaches, such as Evolutionary Computation techniques, may be useful,
even not guaranteeing the optimal solution.

Also, the observed correlation between the number of hydrophobic
side-chain contacts and the number of hydrophobic amino acids sug-
gests upper-bounds that can be useful in future works.

Additionally, the set of protein sequences presented and the soft-
ware package developed in these work are publicly available to foster
further research (see Appendix A). The package includes a program for
downloading protein data from the PDB and converting to the 3D-HP-
SC model, in case researchers want to extend the benchmark here
presented to other biological proteins of specific interest. Such a
benchmark can be a useful baseline for comparing the performance of
other methods.

The comparison between the crystallized structure of the proteins
with the corresponding structure predicted by the IP method, regarding
the hh contacts, suggested a threshold range where the similarity be-
tween the approaches is the highest. This finding can establish a
parameter for future research.

In the literature, many computational approaches for the PSP are
driven by the maximization of the hydrophobic contacts to guide the
search for the native structure of proteins. However, the results pre-
sented in Section 6 showed that the use of such approach may not be
enough to accurately predict the hh contacts that are present in the real
biological structure. As a consequence, more sophisticated methods are
needed, possibly including other physical and biological aspects of the

folding process.
Synthetic data are important for the development of computational

methods and are usual in Computational Biology. In special, in the PSP
literature most approaches use synthetic data. However, computational
results obtained with this sort of data may be of small applicability to
real-world proteins. On the other hand, with the growing availability of
real biological data (for instance, in the PDB), the use of real data in
computational experiments become more attractive, possibly leading to
more impactful results. This is a motivation for bringing closer biolo-
gical data and computer methods.

In future work, force fields could be included in the model, such as
the Lennard–Jones energy that appears as amino-acids interact along
the folding. Also, a variety of other coarse grain models and lattices
could be tested (see Lopes, 2008; Pierri et al., 2008). A study involving
a comparative results between IP with other computational methods
and models, such as Monte Carlo (Krobath and Faísca, 2013), Molecular
Dynamics (Benítez, 2015), and Deep Learning approaches (Hattori
et al., 2018), will be considered. Other protein sequences could be
considered, such as those presented in the Assessment of protein
Structure Prediction (CASP) event.
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